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Teaching like a Champion…

Teaching and Learning Spring 1 focus:

EXPERIENCED: 
Jordan Walker

SUPPORT:
Nikki Hasling and 
Helen Partridge

Jordan has experience of mixed ability 
teaching at KS5 and getting results from 

students who struggle with extended 
writing. She has also been embedding the 
Penguin Lit In Colour program across the 

whole school. 

Take a look at James’ displays.  Some 
great work on Literacy encouraging 

students to read and write like a 
Geographer.  Or maybe you’ll dip in to 
one of his Book Club recommendations 

during DEAR time?

Nikki and Helen work tirelessly 

behind the scenes supporting the 

work of teachers to ensure the 

school runs like a well-oiled 

machine.  

Revision lessons and lessons in revision

What students like doing…
Cramming
Re-reading
Making notes / copying 
Summarising 

difficult and needs extensive training to be done well

Highlighting 
only the start of the journey

Mnemonics 
good for simple recall only/prompting deeper thought

What students need to be doing…

✓Distributed practice (regularly overtime) more 
effective than massed practice (cramming)
✓Practice testing: past papers, flash cards –
done well
✓Interleaving – mixing topics rather than 
chunking them
✓Metacognition / exploration / connections / 
elaboration

Check and Review Strategies:
1. Peer marking
2. Live modelling under a visualiser
3. Live marking under a visualiser
4. LIT
5. Using a mark scheme

Support and Guidance 
Strategies:
1. Countdown calendar
2. Pre-learning
3. Directed revision
4. Writing their own quizzes
5. Guided past paper practice

Diagnose Strategies:
Topics to be covered 
DIAGNOSED via QLA and 
student/class need

Retrieval Strategies: 
1. Low stakes quizzes: 5 a-day, 

Kahoot, retrieval roulette
2. Retrieval grid
3. 1 pen, 1 dice
4. Multiple choice grab

Consolidate Strategies: LINK TO 
TEMPLATES
1. Connect 4
2. Highlight heads
3. Connection hexagons
4. On the other hand
5. Debate boxing

LINK TO TEMPLATES

Test Strategies: LINK TO TIMERS
1. Exam conditions
2. Time on the board to replicate 

exam pressure

file://lpgs-file-04/staff shared$/Staff Resources/Lead Practitioners/T+L Resources/Review and consolidate templates.pptx
file://lpgs-file-04/staff shared$/Staff Resources/Lead Practitioners/T+L Resources/Retrieval practice templates.pptx
file://lpgs-file-04/staff shared$/Staff Resources/Lead Practitioners/T+L Resources/PowerPointTimers.pptx


What it is: Targeted LIT
How does it work: When reviewing students 
work group their books according to their EBIs

In lesson during the LIT section, students sit in 
groups with those who share the same EBI. A 
model example, success criteria plus task for 
each group is handed out and they work 
together to edit and improve their work in 
order to achieve their EBI. Each group should 
also have a targeted challenge question in 
order to 
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Tackling Inequality in 
Education

What it’s about: Katherine Mortimer 
talks about her school’s approach to 

explicit vocabulary instruction 
culminating in a whole school dictionary 

detailing the Tier 2 and 3 vocabulary 
students will be exposed to in an 

academic year.
Why it’s useful: Using research Doug 
Lemov and Alex Quigley, Mortimer has 
implemented strategies and evidenced 

their impact. She goes through the 
thought process behind creating the 
dictionary and what students need to 

know about a word.
https://kathrinemortimore.wordpress.co

m/2020/04/09/the-ta-dictionary-closing-

the-vocabulary-gap-across-the-

curriculum

Read, watch, listen recommendations
Click the logo to access the resource

Work-load 
reducing 

Teaching Hacks: 

Why Championship-
Level Teaching is 

about Passion
What it’s about: Tom and 

Emma speak with one of 
education’s most influential 

authors, Doug Lemov. 
Why it’s useful: Doug’s passion 

for creating a supportive, 
challenging and enriching 

educational environment for all 
students shines through. He talks 
about the importance of having 

high expectations for all learners, 
and also discusses the significance 

of creating connections.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=ryykK3uEagQ

‘Doing’ behaviour in a 
way that works for 

you
What it’s about: Key Voices speaks to 
Adele Bates, behaviour and education 

specialist about her ideas around 
behaviour and her new book ‘Miss, I don’t 

give a s**t: Engaging with challenging 
behaviour in schools.’

Why it’s useful: Adele talks about the 
importance of finding your own authentic 
way to ‘do’ behaviour, shares a range of 
tools and techniques for those working in 

schools to add to their “toolbox” and 
considers some powerful ways schools 

can develop their whole school behaviour 
policy. 

https://thekeysupport.com/insights/2021/
12/9-doing-behaviour-in-a-way-that-

works-for-you-with-adele-bates

Strategy 
Corner 

➢ Structure lessons in an 

“I do, we do, you do” 

format when modelling.

➢ Sequence lesson content in small steps 

understanding that the working memory 

has limitations especially amongst the 

bottom 20%. 

https://kathrinemortimore.wordpress.com/2020/04/09/the-ta-dictionary-closing-the-vocabulary-gap-across-the-curriculum
https://kathrinemortimore.wordpress.com/2020/04/09/the-ta-dictionary-closing-the-vocabulary-gap-across-the-curriculum
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryykK3uEagQ
https://thekeysupport.com/insights/2021/12/9-doing-behaviour-in-a-way-that-works-for-you-with-adele-bates
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryykK3uEagQ
https://thekeysupport.com/insights/2021/12/9-doing-behaviour-in-a-way-that-works-for-you-with-adele-bates

